A geometric torsion dynamics leading to an effective curvature in a second order formalism on a D 4 -brane is revisited with a renewed interest. We obtain two effective AdS 4 brane geometries on a vacuum created pair of (DD) 3 -brane. One of them is shown to describe an AdS Schwarzschild spinning black hole and the other is shown to describe a spinning black hole bound state. It is argued that a D-instanton in a vacuum created anti D 3 -brane within a pair may describe a quintessence. It may seen to incorporate a varying vacuum energy density in a brane universe. We consider the effective curvature scalar on S 1 × S 1 to analyze torsion-less geometries on a vacuum created pair of (DD) 2 -brane. The emergent AdS 3 brane is shown to describe a Schwarzschild and a Reissner-Nordstrom (RN) geometries in presence of extra dimension(s).
Introduction
The pair production mechanism, underlying a particle and an anti-particle, at a black hole horizon has been established as a powerful tool to address some of the quantum gravity effects in the folklore of theoretical physics [1] . The field theoretic idea was generically applied in presence of a non-trivial background metric leading to a black hole. In particular a photon in a U (1) gauge theory is known to produce an electron-positron pair at a black hole event horizon which in turn is believed to explain the Hawking radiation phenomenon. In addition to a number of established semi-classical black holes in (3 + 1) and higher dimensions, a (2 + 1) dimensional spinning Anti de Sitter (AdS) black hole in Einstein gravity has been addressed in the past [2, 3] . The results convincingly established a (2 + 1) dimensional Einstein gravity in presence of a constant vacuum energy density and a spin angular momentum. In the context a background NS two form is known to introduce a torsion in the low energy string effective action [4, 5] . Interestingly a stringy black hole in 4D has been obtained in a low energy string effective action [6] .
In the context Dirichlet (D) p-branes are believed to possess a potential tool to explore a new vacuum in a superstring theory. A D p -brane is charged under their Ramond-Ramond (RR) forms and they are non-perturbative objects propagating in a perturbative string theory [7] . A strongly coupled gauge theory on a D 3 -brane has been conjectured as a dual to a weakly coupled AdS 5 gravity [8, 9] .
In particular a D 3 -brane is believed to describe the boundary of an AdS 5 in string theory. The idea AdS/CFT, underlying an AdS gravity in bulk and a gauge theory at its boundary, has been extended to investigate a correspondence between a de Sitter (dS) gravity and gauge theory [10, 11] .
Various interesting notions such as lower dimensional branes within a higher dimensional D-brane [12] , a discrete torsion [13] , non-linear gauge theory on a D-brane [14] , near horizon geometries on a D-brane [15] - [24] and string cosmology underlying a pair of D-brane/anti-brane universe [25, 26, 27] have intensely been discussed in literatures.
In the recent past, authors have argued for an effective space-time created on a pair of (DD) 3 -brane by a dynamical two form in a U (1) gauge theory on a D 4 -brane [28] - [34] . Primarily a non-linear gauge dynamics on a D 4 -brane is explored to construct a geometric torsion underlying an effective curvature scalar in a second order formalism. The Poincare duality has played a significant role to identify a gauge theoretic torsion H 3 underlying the U (1) gauge symmetry on a D 4 -brane [35] . In particular we have considered the two form gauge dynamics in presence of a non-trivial background metric on a D 4 -brane. Importantly the background is identified with an open string effective metric which in turn is sourced by a global mode of NS two form in an open string bulk [14] . Presumably the setup, in presence of background open string metric, hints at an anti D 4 -brane in the formalism.
A propagating geometric torsion in the formalism is shown to incorporate the global modes of a NS two form in addition to a local two form on a D 4 -brane. The two form U (1) gauge invariance of the effective curvature scalarK has been shown to ensure a metric fluctuation which in turn is believed to describe an effective space-time on a D-brane. Interestingly a cosmological pair production of DD-brane has been discussed in a different context [26] .
In the paper we focus on some of the effective AdS brane geometries on a vacuum created pair of (DD) 3 -brane and on a pair of (DD) 2 -brane. In particular we obtain two distinct AdS 4 brane universe described by a quantum Schwarzschild black hole and a black hole bound state. Interestingly an AdS brane in a different context has been discussed in ref. [16] . We show that a torsion incorporates a non-linear axionic charge into a brane universe which in turn is believed to source a D-instanton.
An instanton on a vacuum created anti D 3 -brane, within a pair, may describe a quintessence. It may seen to incorporate a varying vacuum energy density in a brane universe. Interestingly quintessence in string theory has been investigated in the past [36] . For recent articles, see refs. [37] - [40] .
Furthermore we consider the effective curvature scalarK on S 1 × S 1 and investigate the space-time on a vacuum created pair of (DD) 2 -brane. We obtain an AdS 3 brane with a Schwarzschild black hole and a RN black hole on a D 2 -brane universe. The significance of a dynamical axion on a D 2 -brane or on an anti-brane is analyzed to hint at the source of dark energy underlying an accelerating brane universe.
The plan of the article is the following. We begin with a brief introduction to an effective torsion curvature formalism in section 1. We primarily address some of the effective AdS geometries obtained on a vacuum created pair of (DD) 3 -brane in section 2 and subsequently on a pair (DD) 2 -brane in section 3. The effective geometries are analyzed to obtain (i) an AdS 4 Schwarzschild black hole in section 2.1, an AdS 4 quantum black hole in section 2.2 and two AdS 3 (Schwarzschild and RN) black holes in section 3. Aspects of a quintessence underlying a D-instanton are qualitatively discussed in a brane/anti-brane pair production. We conclude by summarizing the results in section 4.
Quantum geometries on AdS 4 brane
A geometric torsion underlying a U (1) gauge theory on a D 4 -brane may alternately be viewed vacuum created pair of (DD) 3 -brane. The non-linear charge pumped by a dynamical two form is believed to incorporate non-trivial effective geometries on a brane and an anti-brane in a second order curvature formalism [28] . In fact a pair production underlying a brane and anti-brane universe(s) began at a cosmological horizon with a Big Bang singularity. A conservation of linear momentum at the pair production primarily ensures that a brane universe is moving away from an anti-brane universe in opposite direction and vice-versa. Their separation distance grows with time since its inception at a Big Bang. It implies that an effective torsion curvature formalism on a D 4 -brane underlie the notion of a vacuum created pair of (DD) 3 -brane which are believed to be separated by a large extra dimension in the present day cosmology.
In other words an observer in a 4D brane universe is unaware of the fifth dimension. The hidden dimension to a brane or anti-brane universe has been shown to possess its origin in a non-perturbative torsion curvature on a D 4 -brane. A repulsive gravity sourced by an axion underlying a quintessence has recently been argued to drift away a brane universe from its anti-brane [34] . The growth in transverse length scale may justify the observed acceleration of the universe in cosmic microwave background radiations (CMB). The hot de Sitter brane/anti-brane vacua give away radiations and cool down upon their expansion. Presumably the stringy modes underlying a torsion [4] decouple via a series of geometric transitions from the hot brane/anti-brane vacua and the reduced geometries are believed to approach Einstein vacua in the formalism. It may imply that the expansion of a brane universe is in conundrum with a low energy limit defined by a large r in a brane or an anti-brane world-volume.
(DD)-instanton pair
An axion in the Ramond-Ramond sector of type IIA or IIB superstring theory describes a Dinstanton. Importantly a D-instanton is known to incorporate a non-perturbative correction in a perturabtive string theory. In fact a pair creation of brane/anti-brane universe has been argued to begin instantaneously with a Big Bang at a cosmological horizon presumably underlying an effective de Sitter background on a D 4 -brane. It provokes thought to believe that a pair of brane/anti-brane universe in the present day cosmology had began with a (DD)-instanton at an early epoch in de
Sitter underlying a geometric torsion formalism [28] . The expansion of a pair of brane and anti-brane universe from its origin at a Big Bang was argued to go through a series followed by the nucleation of higher dimensional pairs such as a (DD)-string and a (DD)-membrane. The nucleation lead to an expansion of the brane universe. The process naturally slows down with the emission of radiations and it may have stopped with a vacuum created (DD) 3 -brane with a large extra dimension transverse to both the world-volumes. Needless to mention that the prescription completely fills a D 4 -brane world-volume with a pair of (DD) 3 -brane. The hidden fifth dimension is believed to break the supersymmetry inherent to a BPS D 4 -brane and may be described by a non-BPS brane configuration.
In other words, an instanton local degree on an anti D 3 -brane influences a vacuum created D 3brane within its pair. Arguably the instantaneous affect of aD-instanton on a D 3 -brane is in agreement with the non-perturbative universe in 4D. In the context an effective five dimensional torsion curvature has been constructed in a second order formalism by the authors in the recent past [28, 29, 30, 31, 32] . In particular we have explored a two form U (1) gauge dynamics on a D 5 -brane in presence of a background open string effective metric. It was shown that a global NS two form underlying the open string metric can source a pure de Sitter vacuum. A vacuum pair of (DD) 3 -brane has been argued to be created, at the cosmological horizon in a background de Sitter, by a two form quanta in a non-linear U (1) gauge theory on a D 5 -brane. The pair production mechanism is inspired by the novel idea of Hawking radiation at the event horizon of a semi-classical black hole by a photon in a U (1) gauge theory [1] . An underlying electric non-linear U (1) charge in the effective curvature formalism incorporates an extended particle/anti-particle pair creation in the quantum theory. The assertion for a pair of (non-fundamental) string may be confirmed with a local two form on a D 5 -brane. The stringy nature further reassures an underlying quantum gravity phenomenon in Yang-Mills theory [41, 42, 43] . Generically a higher form Poincare dual to an one form may be considered on an appropriate D p -brane for p > 3 underlying a background de Sitter vacuum to describe higher dimensional vacuum pairs such as a membrane/anti-membrane, a three brane/anti-brane and other higher dimensional brane pairs. It may be recalled that a space filling brane (D 9 -brane) in type IIB superstring theory is indeed described by the closed string (quantum gravity) modes there. A vacuum created pair (DD) 3 is described with an extra fifth transverse dimension between a brane and an anti-brane and may be viewed as a space filling D 5 -brane. More over the U (1) gauge invariance of the two form on a D 5 -brane has been exploited to enforce the metric fluctuations in the five dimensional effective curvature formalism [28] . It was shown that the brane universe created, at the cosmological horizon with a Big Bang, on a pair of (DD) 3 -brane may be viewed through a low energy perturbative string vacuum in presence of a quantum correction underlying a (non-perturbative) D-brane or an anti D-brane.
Generically a vacuum created pair of (DD) 3 -brane requires a vacuum geometry which should be protected by a horizon of a black hole. We shall note that under a gauge choice for a global NS two form, an AdS background (open string effective) metric may be obtained in a non-linear gauge theory on a D 5 -brane. Formally the AdS background may be viewed as a pure de Sitter across the cosmological horizon under a flip of light-cone [28] . It may also be understood via an electricmagentic duality on a D 3 -brane. In fact the conserved mass may be identified with the square of electric and magnetic non-linear charges respectively for de Sitter and AdS. Thus the emergent quantum geometries created on a pair of (DD) 3 -brane may be alternately be viewed through a pair of a negative mass brane and a positive mass anti-brane or vice-versa.
Alternately, the quantum fluctuations were shown to be sourced by a geometric torsion H 3 in an effective curvature scalarK formalism. A gauge theoretic torsion is modified to a geometric torsion, i.e. H 3 → H 3 , in presence of a new connection which is believed to modify the covariant derivative.
The new connection underlying an effective curvature has been identified with a geometric torsion.
A detailed investigation leading to a geometric torsion has been discussed by the authors in [28] . A geometric torsion in the formalism may be given by
A commutator, of covariant derivatives, was worked out to explore the possibility of an effective curvature in a second order formalism for a Mankowski metric g µν . It is given by
Where 
Now we consider a vacuum created pair of (DD) 3 -brane universe at a (cosmological) horizon in a non-linear gauge theory on a D 5 -brane. The presence of horizon ensures that the created vacuum pair can not undergo annihilation. An extra fifth dimension, hidden to the created pair, is reassured by consideringK on S 1 . Then the effective dynamics may seen to be described by two independent 4D geometric curvatures: K and F 2 . The absence of a scalar dynamics in 4D may be checked from the fact thatK possesses its origin in a two form gauge theory. A count on local degrees on a D 5 -brane and that on a vacuum pair of (DD) 3 -brane further reassures the absence of a dilaton dynamics. For κ 2 = (2π) 5/2 g s α ′ , the effective curvatures on a pair of (DD) 3 -brane may be given by
In absence of a geometric torsion, the geometric two form in eq(4) reassures a gauge theoretic nonlinear field strength on a D 3 -brane. Intuitively, a geometric torsion incorporates a spin angular momentum into the vacuum created pair. It implies that a spinning motion on a vacuum created D 3 -brane is in opposite direction to that on anti D 3 -brane. In a low energy limit the spin slows down significantly and may be ignored to retain the BPS configuration, i.e. a BPS brane and an anti BPS brane. In the limit the extra fifth dimension becomes large and hence a brane universe and an anti-brane universe may appear to be independent of each other. In the case the quintessence field dynamics freezes on an anti brane. Then the brane universe is precisely governed by two local degrees of a gauge theoretic non-linear one form.
Gauge field ansatz
The two form ansatz on a vacuum created D 3 -brane is given by
where and
They satisfy the field equations of motion (5) . The local degrees in A µ ensures that a propagating geometric torsion in a five dimensional effective curvature scalarK formalism. However a constant torsion on a vacuum created D 3 -brane or an anti D 3 -brane may imply that the emergent quantum geometry is free form torsion and may well be described by a four dimensional Einstein vacuum. A nontrivial torsion is known to incorporate a quantum (metric) fluctuation. A priori, a torsion-less brane universe may formally be identified with a low energy string vacuum in the formalism. However analysis reveals that the open string effective metric sourced by a global mode of NS two form may seen to receive a geometric correction due to the non-linear U (1) charges underlying a generic F 2 on a D 3 -brane. Generically the emergent metric may be expressed as:
It may be noted that a dynamical A µ , on a vacuum created D 3 -brane, possesses its origin in a five dimensional torsion underlying an effective curvature scalarK. The metric fluctuations sourced by F 2 in eq(9) further ensure a non-perrturbative (D-brane) correction and hence the solutions (10) may be describe a quantum vacuum.
Schwarzshild black hole
Now we perform an appropriate Weyl scaling of the emergent metric to access an AdS window on a vacuum created pair of (DD) 3 -brane. The scaling may be given by
Then the scaled effective geometries in a brane window, i.e. N e < r < b with N 4 e << r 4 << b 4 , may be approximated to yield:
where N e = (Q e /b) signifies a modified electric charge. The scaling ensures: 0 < b < ∞. The line-element implies that a magnetic non-linear charge decouples from the S 2 symmetric line-element and hence Q m becomes redundant to the emergent geometries on a brane. In a global scenario, i.e. on a vacuum created pair of (DD) 3 -brane, some of the brane charges are nullified by the anti-brane.
The quantum geometry is essentially sourced by a two form on a D 4 -brane and is given by
It signifies the vital role played by a background NS two form to define a rotating AdS brane underlying a vacuum created pair of (DD) 3 -brane. Analysis reveals an additional upper bound on the radial coordinate, i.e. r < √ p sin θ. It ensures that the upper bound on r takes a maximum value at the equatorial plane and the brane geometry does not access to the poles. Thus for p = 0, the effective quantum geometries describe an AdS Schwarzschild 4D quantum black hole on a pair of (DD) 3 -brane. The remaining brane geometry may not be preferred to describe our universe appropriately due to the cosmic censorship hypothesis. For a real angular momentum the effective AdS Schwarszchild quantum black hole on a D 3 -brane within a pair is given by
where ρ = 1 b p 2 sin 2 θ − r 4 . Unlike to an AdS Schwarzschild in Einstein vacuum the emergent AdS brane quantum black hole may a priori seen to be associated with a spin angular momentum.
Nevertheless the spin, intrinsic to the emergent geometry, is sourced by a background NS two form presumably on an anti D 3 -brane. A non-propagating torsion in a gauge choice (7) ensures a Riemannian curvature (K µνλ ρ → R µνλ ρ ) in the formalism. Naively the curvature scalar R may seen to possess a singularity in a limit r → 0. However the curvature singularity is not accessible due to a lower bound on r in a brane universe.
In a low energy limit the fifth extra dimension between a brane and anti-brane becomes large. The
background spin may be ignored in the limit to describe a typical AdS Schwarzschild on an effective D 3 -brane. In the case the non-linear N 2 e may define the mass of an AdS black hole and b denotes an AdS radius. The effective gravitational potential hints at a hidden fifth large dimension in the low energy vacuum. Thus an AdS Schwarzschild quantum black hole may be realized through an appropriate brane window.
Black hole bound state
In this section we Weyl scale the emergent geometry on a brane to address a new AdS black hole underlying a brane and an anti-brane in the formalism. In the case the scaling may be identified as:
The scaled effective geometries in a brane window, i.e. r < N e with r 8 << N 4 e , may be approximated to yield:
Unlike to an effective AdS Schwarzschild black hole in eq (14), the magnetic non-linear charge Q m does not decouple from the S 2 -symmetric line-element. A magnetic charge along with a background B 2 -fluctuation tend to decrease the effective radius of S 2 . The magnitude of the redefined electric charge |N e | defines the AdS radius in a brane universe. In a global scenario the 4D vacuum reduce to yield:
The brane geometry may be re-expressed with the re-defined electric and magnetic non-linear charges.
It is given by
The new emergent quantum geometry is characterized by an event horizon at r → r e underlying an effective AdS quantum black hole. It is computed to yield:
For a large b, defined with b 4 >> Q 2 e , the event horizon may be approximated by r b ≈ b. Similarly for a large Q e , defined with Q 2 e >> b 4 , the event horizon approximates to r Q = √ Q e . In addition, the AdS brane is described by a spin angular momentum which is primarily sourced by a background NS two form fluctuation. The torsion free brane universe allows one to compute the Ricci scalar R.
Analysis reveals a curvature singularity in a limit r → 0 in a brane window.
Interestingly the emergent AdS quantum black hole on a brane may be re-expressed as an AdS with non-perturbative quantum corrections. Naively it is given by
The quantum correction is associated with a flat metric and hence is free from any space-time curvature in the formalism. The non-perturbative quantum term has been shown to possess its origin in an extra dimension between a brane and anti-brane [32, 33] . The correction term may appropriately be identified for Q m = 0 to yield:
In absence of a background fluctuation, i.e. p = 0, a non-linear magnetic charge plays an important role by incorporating an S 2 -symmetric line element into the AdS 4 brane. It takes a form:
It implies that an AdS quantum black hole may alternately be viewed through a non-perturbative quantum correction to an effective AdS 4 -brane. A global mode of a NS two form is sourced by a parameter b. It does not seem to play a significant role in the brane geometry except for its background spin. For b → 0 and p → 0, the brane world black hole (17) in a global scenario may be simplified to yield:
A priori, the Ricci scalar is computed for the brane geometry to confirm a curvature singularity at r → 0. An additional curvature singularity may be seen to appear at r → √ Q m for a non self-dual electric and magnetic field. Nevertheless the brane universe is protected by an event horizon at
In other words the new emergent geometry describes a quantum black hole which may be viewed as a trapped regime. The fact that the new quantum geometry is not asymptotically flat imply that the brane universe may not describe by an isolated system. On the other hand the brane universe (17) may be analyzed for p = 0. It is given by
It may describe a new quantum vacuum leading to an AdS black hole on a vacuum created pair of (DD) 3 -brane. The curvature singularity at r → 0 in the brane universe is protected by an event horizon r e obtained in eq (19) .
The quantum geometries on a D 3 -brane, underlying an AdS Schwarzschild (14) and an AdS new black hole (24) , may be analyzed with a single scale along its radial coordinate. The bound N e < r I < b in a brane window-I and r II < N e in a brane window-II respectively define an AdS Schwarzschild and an AdS new black hole for a large b. They define two different regimes on a D 3 -brane. The bounds imply that an AdS new quantum black hole (24) is realized on a pair of (DD) 3 -brane for relatively small r than that for an AdS Schwarzschild black hole (14) . It may imply that an AdS new black hole may be viewed as a non-perturbative bound state which separates itself from a continuous AdS Schwarzschild black hole spectrum. Notionally the emerging scenario is in conformity with the idea of a mass gap between a bound state AdS 3 and a continuous BTZ black hole [2] .
Quintessence in torsion curvature
Formally one may redefine the radial coordinate r 2 = R > 0 for large length scale underlying an expanding universe. Then the effective AdS 3 brane (24) may be re-expressed for as:
The linear term R in the causal patches may argued to be sourced by a quintessence scalar [40] . In the brane/anti-brane scenario a quintessence is believed to be described by an axion which in turn is
Poincare dual to a torsion. In the context an axion sources a D-instanton which may be a potential candidate to describe the dark energy in the brane universe. The quadratic term in R would like to be sourced by a cosmological constant in the brane world formalism. A varying curvature scalar ensures a non constant vacuum energy density. It signifies the role of a quintessence in the brane universe.
Interestingly a brane universe (25) may seen to be sourced by a quintessence. In a brane window 0 < R < N 2 e , the geometry may be approximated to yield:
where ds 2
where Λ denotes the cosmological constant. It shows that an effective AdS brane universe underlying ds 2 I is primarily sourced by a quintessence underlying a non-perturbative curvature in the formalism. The remaining line element ds 2 II apparently describes a geometric correction with a coupling formally defined with Λ. The scalar curvatures associated with the line elements ds 2 I and ds 2 II are computed to yield:
Varying curvature scalars ensure the role of quintessence in the formalism. They appear to blow up in a limit R → 0. However a brane universe is defined with R > 0 and hence it does not access the curvature singularity. The negative scalar curvature further reassures an effective AdS brane.
Thus an electric non-linear charge is primarily responsible for a non-perturbative D 3 -brane world.
It ensures a varying vacuum energy density underlying the dark energy in brane universe.
In the context a time variation of cosmological vacuum energy density in the early epoch leading to an effective de Sitter geometry has been discussed in the formalism [34] . A quintessence is known to describe a time varying energy density. In the recent years the observational cosmology primarily focuses on the measurement of ω sourced by a quintessence. It takes a bounded value:
The inaccessible axion to an observer in an effective space-time on a D 3 -brane provokes thought to identify the Poincare dual of torsion as a quintessence axion in the formalism.
The idea of a quintessence energy density sourced by an axion field on an anti-brane is remarkable. A quintessence axion is believed to be a potential candidate to describe the dark energy in our universe.
The fact that the dark energy permeats all the space and tends to enhance the rate of expansion of universe may be understood via an extra transverse dimension between a pair of vacuum created D 3 -brane andD 3 -brane in the formalism.
Quantum patches on AdS brane
We explore a plausible scenario underlying a brane universe in 3D in a torsion curvature formalism. 
Dynamical axion
An axion in a vacuum created anti D 3 -brane may seen to be sourced by a torsion using Poincare duality. Thus a non-linear axionic charge is vital to the emergent geometries on a vacuum created D 3 -brane within a pair. Very recently an axionic scalar in the formalism is conjectured to describe a quintessence which is known to incorporate a varying vacuum energy density [34] . Thus the dark energy in a brane universe may be sourced by a dynamical axion on an anti-brane. Now we focus on a vacuum created pair of (DD) 2 -brane from a D 3 -brane or an anti D 3 -brane followed from a D 4 -brane. A gauge field ansatz on a vacuum created pair of (DD) 2 -brane is worked underlying the field equations of motion (5) . The gauge fields are given by
and
where i = (1, 2, 3) signify three independent dynamical one forms or axion fields on a D 2 -brane.
The background NS two form components are described by two independent parameters (M, b) > 0 A vacuum created pair of (DD)-instanton is argued to incorporate a non-perturbative curvature instantaneously on a brane/anti-brane universe. Thus the role of an instanton is believed to serve as a fundamental building block to the emergent space-time in a brane [28, 34] .
The nontrivial U (1) field strength F i 0r = Q i /r may be checked to satisfy the equation of motion: ∇ λ F λµ i = 0. Apparently the effective geometry on a vacuum created D 2 -brane with a pair of (DD) 2brane may be obtained using the emergent metric (9) . The line element is given by
In a brane window for (M, |Q i |) < r < b, the effective geometries may be approximated with (M 2 << r 2 , Q 4 i << r 4 << b 4 ) to yield:
Primarily the dynamical aspects (Q i = 0) is incorporated by an one form gauge field on a vacuum created pair of (DD) 2 -brane. The remaining two parameters (M, b) describe the background charges on a three dimensional brane universe. Interestingly the background geometry to a D 2 -brane is assumed to be an effective AdS Schwarzschild on an anti D 2 -brane within a vacuum created pair.
The background AdS Schwarzschild is obtained by a geometric engineering dictated via an ansatz (27) in the formalism. The background spin is characterized by an angular velocity: Ω φ BG = − √ 2/(3r H )
where r H denotes the horizon radius in the AdS Schwarzschild black hole on an anti D 2 -brane. D 2 -brane within a pair. The brane universe may be approximated to yield:
The effective gravitational potential in the AdS Schwarzschild black hole hints at a fourth dimension transverse to a vacuum created D 2 -brane. Alternately the Schwarzschild geometry may be re-expressed with the renormalized charges Q i . The background black hole mass M may be absorbed to describe the renormalized charge. It may be given by
The black hole may be (34) may be re-expressed to describe an effective gravity in a gauge theory on a D 2 -brane. It is given by
The effective AdS Schwarzschild black hole in 3D hints at an underlying gauge theory on a D 4 -brane.
In a global scenario a charge due to a brane annihilates that on its anti-brane to yield:
A priori the parameter M , in a background NS two form ansatz, does not seem to play a role in a global scenario underlying a vacuum created pair of (DD) 2 -brane. Analysis reveals that the parameter M plays a vital role to define a background AdS black hole which in turn is used by a non-linear gauge field to produce a pair of brane/anti-brane.
Concluding remarks
A torsion curvature formalism, underlying a global NS two form coupled to a local two form in a U (1) gauge theory, on a D 4 -brane was investigated for some of the effective AdS geometries. Quintessence energy density was argued to be described by a D-instanton in the formalism which in turn was shown to be sourced by a torsion.
In particular the quantum geometries were described on a vacuum created pair of (DD) 3 -brane at an event horizon. We have obtained an AdS 4 Schwarzschild black hole and an AdS 4 black hole bound state respectively in two distinct windows on a D 3 -brane within a pair. An axion, underlying a D-instanton, was primarily argued to describe a quintessence in the formalism. In particular an axion is intrinsic to a torsion on an anti D 3 -brane which in turn influences a D 3 -brane universe via an extra dimension. The curvature scalars were computed for the effective AdS black holes to confirm the varying vacuum energy density in a brane universe.
In addition we have obtained quantum black holes leading to an AdS 3 Schwarschild and an AdS 3
Reissner-Nordstrom on a vacuum created pair of (DD) 2 -brane. A D 2 -brane within a pair was shown to be described by three non-linear axionic charges. The significance of an axion on a D 2 -brane or on an anti-brane was analyzed to enhance our understanding on dark energy underlying an accelerating brane universe.
